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ABSTRACT

A moUel for 'ID electron of finite dimensions is proposed.

Thin model disregards the concept of electronic charge and leads

to Bohr's frequency formula for the hydrogen atom and to Maxwell's

equations for electromagnetic fields.

The titatiility of a freo electron under the action of

centrifugal and transverse* foreeG is discussed.
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Since J. J. Thomson's discovery of the electron in 1897, physicists have

considered the electron as a point charge. The two great theories in physics

developed at the beginning of this century namely; the theory of relativity

and quantum mechanics, accepted this assumption. However, an electron of a -

finite dimension was the target of some physicists; Abraham, Lorenta, Dirac and

OUIPJ-H li-'i' _ I t j_a believed that ouch an extended picture of the electron will

solve many problems encountered when considering the electron as a point charge.

This picture will also help in understanding the origin of the electronic charge,

the nature of the electromagnetic fields and will give more insight into the

intrinsic properties of the electron.

The aim of this article is to derive Bohr'B frequency formula of the

hydrogen atom, Maxwell's equations of electrodynamics and some intrinsic properties

of the electron by assuming a model for an electron of finite dimensions. The

model disregards the concept of electronic charge {i.e. the free electron is assumed

to have no charge) as defined by the basic laws of electricity and magnetism.

The model for a free electron is baaed on the following postulates:

1. A free electron consists of a particle of maBB m which rotates in space

in great circles of sphere of radius rQ .

2. The motion of the particle in great-circular orbits satisfies Maupertuis's

principle of least action i.e. when the particle proceeds along a great-

circular orbit, the action is miniaal.

3. The action exerted by the particle when proceeding along a great-circular

orbit is equal to <*r h/2 ( = 1.76x10"^ joul. sec), where ot is a constant

equal to 1/157 and h is Planck's constant.

'v. The velocity of the particle in a great-circular orbit is constant and is

equal to o<c, where c iB the velocity of light.

From the third postulate the minimum action 'a1 is given by,
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Taking m as the mass of the electron, equation (1) gives the radius of the



electron as L'Hxicf ^ cm. The fourth postulate gives the velocity of the

particle in a great-circular orbit v t o as , v^ = o< c = UJ r , where u; is the

angular velocity of the particle and is equal to 1.55x10 rad/sec.

In the case of an electron in a bound state (for example an electron in an

atomic orbit around a proton), as in the hydrogen atom, the rotation of the

particle within the electron will take a fixed position in space in such a way

that the axis of rotation will align itself along a certain direction, say the

positive z axis. Changing from a free electron to a bound state electron requires

a transition of the particle from a great circle of the sphere to a small circle

in a plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation, eee figure (1). Electron

transitions between the various bound (excited) states in the hydrogen atom

obey the two following basic postulates:

1. Excited states of the electron correspond to rotations of the particle of mass

m in small circles of the sphere lying in parallel planes perpendicular to

the axis of rotation, with an angular velocity equal to Uj of the free electron.

2. An electron transition from a higher excited state in the hydrogen atom to a

a lower one corresponds to a jump of the particle froa a circle of a larger

radius to a circle of a smaller radius. Whenever the particle jumps from an

initial circle of larger radius (higher energy E. ) to a final circle of

smaller radius (lower energy E^.), an electromagnetic radiation (or photon)

of energy hy is emitted.

According to the first postulate, the action exerted by the particle in a small

circle is given by C^/r^) &o, where i refers to the i th circle and o to the

great circle. The potential energy of the particle in the i th circle is therefore,

given by Vi = - ^ vt± / r^ , where

From the second postulate, h.J/ = - E f = (-1/2 a ^ ^ r?) - (-1/2 mou/^ r|)

or
2 h
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Equation (2) is the Bohr frequency formula of the hydrogen spectrum, if we put

2 , 1
cos where n = 1, 2, J, ....

particle rotates in well defined circular orbits inside the sphere. The centre

it each circular orbit lies at certain distance from the centre of the sphere,

*hich is space quantized. Moreover when transition occurs from a larger circle

to a smaller one, an electromagnetic radiation of frequency j/ is emitted.

In order to understand why the particle ie circulating only in fixed we 11-

iefined orbits (stationary states of the electron) and to generalise the picture

to more than a one-electron atom (i.e. to consider also the interaction between

ilectrons in complex atoms), one has to develop a theory of quantum rotational

dynamics. A step in this direction might be found in the recent work of

Ciirmeli . In such a theory the rotation of the particle in a circular orbit will

be associated with a standing wave having a de Broglie wave length equal to

ai^pi • "kere P- *8 tn* raonentum of the particle in the i th circular orbit.

Therefore, Schrodinger's radial wave equation for the hydrogen atom will take

the form,

If we assume a solution of equation (3) in the form E(r) = C e , where

C^ is a constant, then by substituting this solution into equation (3) we obtain

for the radius of the electron r = <v-B/2m c and for the energy E the value

• • K c /2 , which is the ground state energy of the electron in the hydrogen

atom. According to equation (3), quantum rotational mechanics will be a general

theory which goes to ordinary quantum mechanics in the limit when the action 'a'

goes to h. Also the Coulomb potential energy, -e /r , will be a special case

of the potential energy of the particle, V= -s«vt/r( which appears when 'a' » h.

Let us now discuss the stability of a free electron under the effect of the

rotational motion of the particle: Assume that the particle before it reached

the surface of the sphere, started its motion froa the centre and was spiralling

outwards until it reached the radius ro. The notion of the particle ie euch that

it has a constant velocity v with a radial component , v = c/2 , and a transverse

component , vt=ixc , as shown in figure (2). As the particle spirals outwards w

decreases while r increases in order to keep v constant. In this case the force

acting on the particle as it goes along the spiral path is , F = -arw 7 +

This means that for excited states of the electron in the hydrogen atom, the {2rari*J + mrui ) , where e~ and " are unit vectors in the radial and transverse



direction respectively. Therefore, the force acting on the particle will have

two perpendicular components. The first component is the centrifugal force, F c f =

mr to , which is directed radially outwards. The second component is

the transverse force F. which is composed of a Coriolie force F = 2mrw =
- tr r cor r

and = mrtO = - _ , where both forces are in the tranBverse direction as

shown in figure (2), The magnitude of F. ie, F. = F

therefore the relation between F f , F and F^

* T4,
cor '

is given by

, and

o< Fc

2 o< Ftr. If 9 is the angle between the actual path of the particle and the circle

of radius r (r is the position vector of the particle measured from the centre),

then e= tan"1 v^/vt = 1/2« ( =89.16 degrees ), see figure (2).

Consider that the radial motion of the particle as it spirals outwards is

analogous to that of an ideal fluid. If we define the mass current density M ae

the mass of the particle flowing through a unit cross section perpendicular to

the flow in unit time (the particle is assumed to have continuous distribution

of mass density f ), the equation of conservation of matter ie then,

where ̂  = Tm
 V
T • a n d hence equation C+) is the equation of continuity. Consider

a sphere of radius r, volume V, area S and take the average values of F . and ?*._•

Then applying Gauss's divergence theorem to F f we get,

1
• F cf (5)

Taking the line integral of I , along a closed path made by the particle we get,
ex

J ?ci . dl = J ra e*. c tan© a<£ (6)

If we consider that the particle during its motion is rotating about an axis

(passing the origin and is parallel to the tangent of the spiral at the position

of the particle) with an angular velocity UJ equal to 2c/r cose , then the rate

of change of T^ with time in the direction perpendicular to the plane of F -

and F t r is given by,

' tr m o<

' t r r 2
tan e (7)

The integral of the rate of change of P. with time over the surface enclosed

(6)

by the closed path i s ,

. dA = -
•>< c ' tan a

Applying Stokea's theorem to F . and using equation (8) we obtain.,ccf

curl
2 <X

c ctr

(8)

(9)

Since, div curl F . = 0 , we can show that,

V . Ftr = 0 (10)

Similarly, if we take the line integral of Ffc and the surface integral of the

rate of change of Fcf with time, then applying Stokes'e theorem to Ft we get

But since div curl F. = 0 and therefore ^7 , F ̂  = 0, it follows that equation

(11) contradicts equation (5). In order to solve this contradiction we should

add to the right hand side of equation (11) another term. This extra term can

be obtained from equation (k). Using equations (k) and (5) we can write (11) as

(11)

curl F
tr

**.cf
(12)

Equations 5, 9, 10 and 12 are first order partial differential equations

describing the behaviour of the components of the forces acting on the particle

at any coordinate point in the internal space of the electron. They also show

that the change with time of one of the forces acting on the particle (i.e.

either F c f or Ft ) will produce the other force. Therefore, P ̂  and Ft are

continuously differentiate functions of coordinates and time at all points

lying on the spiral path of the particle within the electron. These four

iietd
equations can be transformed to Maxwell's electromagnetic equations if we

substitute

F.cf E
tr B

2 r c'

where £ ia the electric field intensity, B is the magnetic flux density, e ie

the electronic charge and f^ is the charge density.

• Hotice that the permittivity € Q and the permeability /t of free space

are equal to one and the charge in electromagnetic units multiplied by c

is equal to the charge in electrostatic unite.



We oan conclude that Maxwell's equations stem from the mechanical forces ( F -

and Ftr ) acting on the particle within the electron and those which govern

the internal motion of the electron, without any prerequisite for the existence

of an electronic charge. If we apply the curl operation to both aides of

equations (9) and (12) for regions in space where f is zero (i,e outside the

internal space of the electron), we obtain,

cf
= 0

= 0 (15)

Equations (Ik) and (15) are the wave equations for the propagation of F f and

F, outside the space of the electron. In the static situation when the forces

do not depend on time, we can write: F = - V4> f where <£ , is a scalar

potential energy function which depends only on the coordinates. Therefore,

2div grad = - 4TTP r (16)

Equation (16) is equivalent to Poiseon's equation in electrostatics. In regions

where there is no mass distribution, fm = 0 , equation (16) reduces to Laplace's

equation , y 4*cf = ° i • In tne dynamic situation when the forcee depend on

time and the curl of the forces is different from zero, we cannot use simple

scalar potential energies to describe them. As a result of equation (10) we can

introduce a vector potential energy Atr where, Ft = curl At . Atr is a function

of time as well as the coordinates. If we substitute this into (9), we can write,

2
Fcf (17)

here <J>cf is a scalar potential energy which depends on both the time and the

coordinates. If we choose a set of potentials <£ f and A, euch that,

Then by writing equations (5) and (12) in terms of the potential energies, we

obtain the following inhomogenaous wave equations for the potentials,

1 cf

V 2 A

= - kTTfm r o,
2 c2

(19)

(20)

Equations (18), (19) and (20) form a set of equations equivalent in all respects

to equations (5), (9), (10) and (12).

As we saw, the effect of the Chang* with time of the forces (Fcf and Ftr)

will propagate in free space with the velocity of light following the wave

equations (14) and (15). However, for tha stability of a free electron the

wave representing the variation of I"ef and Ftr inside the electron should be

a standing wave. The standing wave formed as a result of a superposition of an

incident wave (e.g. a sinusoidal wave) which is started from the centre and a

reflected wave formed when the incident wave is reflected back at the surface

of the electron. In the standing wave, if Fcf is a cosine function of time then

r is a sine function of time. They are 90 degrees out of phase, so that when

F . is maximum, l"t is minimum and vice-versa. When an electric field is applied,

the electron will accelerate in the opposite direction to the field and its

radius decreases while its mass increases. In this case the wave resulting

from F , and T. is no more a standing wave. It will propagate throughout the

space as an electromagnetic wave with a velocity equal to c. The energy in

the wave can be visualized as being continuously distributed or spread

throughout space with an energy density u given by,

2 A ) (21)

taking £ = /• - 1 and using the transformation equations (13) we obtain,

u cf rtr
(22)

The total energy of the wave stored in the volume of the fre« electron is then,

2

t • I 2u (23)
volume of
the electron

which is the self energy of the electron or th« energy needed to keep the

particle within the free electron resisting radiation Thi: self energy

2 e
lead to the change of the mass of the electron by an amount, S m = —m

r

if added to the bare mass of the electron will give the observed experimental

mass of the electron.

-8-



Equations (13) show the relations between Fcf and F t r , and the electric field

and the magnetic field respectively. If the electronic charge e is related to Fcf

and in a similar way a magnetic unit pole g is related to F,, , then we get (from

equations (13)) for the magnetic pole th« value

-H. c

7)

= e tan e =
2 e

(2*0

where g is the strength of Dirac - magnetic monopole.

If we equate the torque T acting on the particle due to its circulation in the

circle having a radius r (i.e. at the surface of the electron), with that on the

magnetic moment/' of the particle and UEIHE equations (1) and (15) t we obtain,

a c c<
2
,-25

(25)

which is equal to 2.^+6x10 erg/gauss, and becomes the Bohr magneton if-

In the previous treatment we were assuming that the particle is spiralling

outwards. However, if the situation is reversed (i.e. if the particle is spiralling

inwards), we would get the same equations but with an opposite sign for the aaes

current density f v . Hence by using the transformation equations (13)t we will

get the electromagnetic field equations with an opposite sign for the charge density

f . For a particle spiralling inwards the mass current density M will then have

a negative sign (i.e. the radial flow of mass will be towards the centre) and the

situation is similar to a sink. For a particle spiralling outwards M will have a

positive sign and the flow of ae.es will be radially outwarde. Then the situation

is similar to a source. Therefore, a particle spiralling inwards represents the

electron while a particle spiralling outwards represents the positron. The stability

of a free electron requires that the particle spirals both inwards and outwards

(i.e. it should oscillate). However, if an electric field is acting upon the electron

it will orient iteelf in one direction in Bpace and the particle within it will

spiral only inwards. In the case of an accelerated charge, the particle will spiral

around a cone in space. If it is spiralling inwards it appears negatively charged

and if it is spiralling outwards it appears positively charged. With this picture

a fictious electronic charge is replaced by tangible mechanical forces acting

within the electron.

Finally, the present theory shova that the electric charge e is

not a fundamental quantity, but It is derived from the velocity v^ and

the action "a". It does not contradict quantum electrodynamics and does

not Rive more accurate results, but rather it puts electrodynamics and

the picture of the hydrogen atom on a logical and more fundumental basis.

I think In the light of the given picture of the electron one should start

to develop a quantum theory for the Internal structure of the electron.
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Figure Captions:

Fig. (1) An electron in an excited state is rapresented by a particle rotating

in email circles of a sphere of radiue rQ . i refers to the initial

state while f refers to the final state.

Fig. (2) The spiral path of the particle, where the radial velocity vr and

the transverse velocity v. are shown together with Fcf and Tt .
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